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What if you could lose excess weight, heal chronic illness, and reverse aging for good? Because of the 7
Systems Strategy, you can!com. These diets give disappointing results that are often short-lived, leaving you
disappointed and unfulfilled. They focus on restricting calories without addressing the reason for your
weight and health issues: a malfunction in a single or more of your body’s 7 Systems. The glad tidings are
that it doesn’t have to be this way. He is an associate of the American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine
and finished continuing education at the Institute for Functional Medicine. We’ll assess your Systems,
identify the imbalances or malfunctions, and then boost your Systems. Long-term health is a result of getting
all your 7 Systems operating together correctly. When this happens, you can experience these incredible
benefits: • Lose pounds fast and keep maintaining your ideal bodyweight permanently • Live up to 24 years
much longer • Have up to 87% more power in just 8 weeks • Boost your energy up to 600% • Decrease
tumor risk up to 67% • Drastically reduce your risk for all 4 of the very best killers in America • Appear and
feel up to a decade younger in 90 days • Decrease or eliminate your dependence on medications •
Considerably improve your sex drive Throughout his profession, Dr. It’s time to get your body working out
for you, not against you. Connect at DrPatLuse. Moreover, you’ll discover a proven procedure for creating
the life you’ve often wanted. Pat Luse offers helped countless sufferers create amazing results by following
the 7 Systems Program. Dr. Pat Luse is certainly a chiropractic doctor and is the president of Tri-State
Physicians and Physical Therapy Clinic, a thriving multidiscipline practice employing doctors of medicine,
physical therapy, and chiropractic. In this publication, our strategy can be threefold. For over three decades
he has treated thousands of patients and can be passionate about helping people regain their wellness
through safe, natural strategies. He developed the 7 Systems Plan after decades of research and study. He
and his wife, Teresa, have already been blessed with four biological and four used children and twelve
grandchildren. You’ll meet just some of these patients. Most diet plans have one main flaw.
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One part good sense, one part scientific genius, .. Many tips you can easily implement and begin down a
path to a healthier you. For example, just when I believe I need a snack before bed, I’m reminded what that
does to my mitochondria and how that sabotages my wellness. Ought to be mandatory reading for everyone
over the age of 12. Though I have had local support, I have found this reserve to end up being invaluable to
my continuing achievement. I recommend it to the person who wants to reach the main of their weight
problem or really wants to improve their health. I must confess when I first saw this book I said to myself, "I
can't read a different one!" I was so wrong!. This is a FIX! Dr. Luse teaches you the measures to take, so that
your body will heal each program. Don't wait around like I did so. Buy it now! As I did, so a lot of his
observations, scientific analysis, and process made feeling. Luse’s local clinic. I've dropped over 65 pounds
and have held it off. More importantly, however, I've regained my health. ESSENTIAL Buy. This
publication not only explains WHAT to do, but also WHY. It has a great appendix which lays out resources
for each chapter such as for example shopping lists, journal sample, success program, etc. This is not just
another quick fix.. It is easy to comprehend and I consider it everywhere that I might have a few minutes to
read—It’s like having a existence coach in my own pocket. He shares stories from a lot of his patients so that
you can understand the guidelines to try regain your health. And once you are armed with the knowledge, it
is better to make the healthy decision. One part common sense, one part scientific genius, this book treats
the underlying root causes of being out of shape, not only the visible outward indications of obesity. I'd
provide everyone a copy easily could. Being Overweight is a Sign One of YOUR Systems is Broken In the 7
Systems Plan, Dr. Pat Luse walks you through the systems of your body and how they contribute to health.
Following Dr Pat's publication, I am able to get off of all my many prescriptions and invert my type 2
diabetes. This reserve is for you personally if you're fighting weight gain, fatigue, human brain fog, IBS,
high blood circulation pressure, diabetes, etc. I recommend this book since it has totally turned my health .
Luse is quite methodical and can get you moving toward better health quickly.I was fortunate to be able to
interview Dr. Pat speak this past year, I couldn't wait to buy his book and go through it.Anyone who have
struggles with food needs the research-based information this publication provides. Dr... I would
recommend this book as it has totally turned my health and weight around! 6 yrs back Dr's told my family to
tell me goodbye because they believed I'd die. Following a 45 day medical center stay I recovered more than
enough to be sent home with a Couple of prescriptions. He also can help you diagnose, which systems might
be failing you and you skill about any of it. I'm down over 77 pounds and for the very first time ever I'm not
fearing attaining it back again. I had high blood sugars, high cholesterol, high blood circulation pressure,
was on kidney dialysis, feeding tube, ventilator, rotting stomach, etc. Finally! It obviously summarizes an
amazing amount of info in a highly readable and even entertaining format. Dr Pat's book gave me hope and
peace of mind.This book is for anybody who wants to improve their health whether you have 5 or 150
pounds to reduce. It's chock-full of useful assets. Today I am healthy! Dr. Pat Luse gets it. For all those of us
who've struggled with unexplained fat issues for years, finally have someone who understands that our body
is not functioning correctly. When I heard Dr. Luse for a podcast and it is obvious that he's poured over 30
years of experience into a great user's manual for the human body. Everything you need to learn to optimize
your wellbeing I have already been fortunate to have experienced the 7 Systems Strategy through Dr. So
when I go through it, I kept saying, "Thank you for getting the struggle." And many thanks for operating
hard to get the solution for your individuals and me. Wealth of Knowledge I've work in holistic wellness
circles for a long time, but I learned therefore much reading this book!! He also addresses many other health
issues in his book.I'd recommend this reserve to anyone who's trying to get their body on the right track
without resorting to prescription drugs and surgery. This is a fantastic book on applying the principles of
Functional Medicine This is a fantastic book on applying the principles of Functional Medication. It is
written in a way that is easily understood.. Easy to understand solutions for better health Great read. Thought
provoking look at the way the body is made of systems and how each of them work together for optimum

health..
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